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Introduction 
 

In order to support various types of communication and information exchange, such as 
sending alarms/events, action commands, polling the sensor readings etc., between the 

SCADA systems (such as VIEW2 SCADA system which currently serves as a platform for a 
facility management at the airport „Nikola Tesla“-Belgrade) and the SOFIA components, as 

well as between SOFIA components themselves, a corresponding metadata model and “mark-
up” language were developed. In that way, a specific message format was defined, generic 

enough to satisfy the needs of different SCADA systems. As data exchange with SCADA 

system has been already standardized in energy management domain, we have considered 

these standards as a good starting point in defining the generic message format that would 

efficiently satisfy the needs of communication within SOFIA framework. The most mature 

and widely adopted such series of standards, recommended by the International 

Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), is so called IEC 61970 series of standards and message 

exchange formats, so we have decided to respect it as much as possible in our proposition of 

“mark-up” language for exchanging the information within the SOFIA framework. 

Furthermore, having in mind the properties which the “mark-up” language, i.e. the message 

format should posses, the most relevant standard within this IEC series is so called CIS 

Information Exchange Model for SCADA (IEC 61970-451), which is invariant of the 
SCADA application domain, meaning it suits perfectly the needs of SOFIA framework.  

 
The following is a brief introduction of the mentioned standard after which the proposed 

“mark-up” language, i.e. the message format, is described in more detail.  

IEC 61970 Standards 
 

The task of IEC 61970 series of standards is to facilitate the integration of Energy 

Management System (EMS) applications developed by different manufacturers, between the 

EMS systems implemented independently, or between the EMS system and other systems 

that deal with various aspects of EMS system operability. Major goals of IEC 61970 series of 

standards are: 

• decreasing the costs and time needed for implementation of new applications in 
already existing EMS system, 

• protecting the investment of existing applications or systems that already function 

effectively within the EMS system. 

However, applying the IEC 61970 series of standards is not limited to domain of EMS 
systems. This standard should be seen as a tool that provides the integration in any other 

domain where a common EMS system model can be applied in order to facilitate the 
interoperability and compatibility between applications and systems independently of their 

own implementation. These series of standards include, among other parts, Common 

Information Model (CIM) and Component Interface Specification (CIS) standards. CIM set 

of standards defines how managed elements in an IT environment are represented as a 

common set of objects and relationships between them. This is intended to allow consistent 

management of these elements, independently of their manufacturer or provider. CIM model 

is defined utilizing the object-oriented modelling techniques. In particular, CIM specification 

is based on Unified Modelling Language (UML) notation. In this way, Extensible Markup 
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Language (XML) based data format and rules for exchanging of relevant information within 

the system are defined. 

 

Actually, all relevant functional aspects of EMS systems are defined within IEC 61970 series 

of standards, including the SCADA systems. SCADA is modelled from the aspect of 

supporting the EMS systems and exchange of relevant information within the system. 

Therefore, the proposed message format is based on the main concepts of one particular IEC 
61970-451 standard (CIS Information Exchange Model for SCADA). As a member of the 

Part 450 - 499 series, this standard taken as a whole, defines at an abstract level the content 
and exchange mechanisms used for data transmitted from/to the SCADA system components. 

In fact, the goal of IEC 61970-451 standard is to define the message exchange formats rather 
than the transport and interfaces used to exchange messages. This standard facilitates the 

integration by defining the XML based common language (i.e. semantics and syntax of 
related message elements/attributes) in order to enable different applications or systems to 

access the needed data and exchange of information independently of the way in which those 

information are internally represented. 

Message Format Structure 
 

As it was previously mentioned, the proposed “mark-up” language, i.e. the message format is 

based on IEC 61970-451 standard. As such, it is XML-based, designed as compact (in order 

to provide optimal/required messaging bandwidth), scalable (sequence of events/requests can 

be sent within a single message; relevant for bandwidth optimization as well), generic enough 

(existing message formats can be easily adjusted/transformed to the proposed one) and 

extendible message format. As a backbone, it utilizes XML schemas, constructed according 
to the main principles of the IEC 61970-451 standard, for defining the messages as XML 

documents carrying the corresponding information for exchange. In order to define more 
flexible message format, some adjustments were made to the existing XML schemas defined 

by the standard itself (additional XML schemas, elements/attributes were defined but 
according to the principles extracted from the standard). Basically, there have been six 

different XML schemas defined so far: 

• alarms-events.xsd – defines the structure of the message in case whenever something 
irregular was detected automatically by the SCADA system or manually by the 

operator (e.g. when certain alarm was manually triggered by the operator). In other 
words, this XML schema is utilized for sending the atomic events that should be 

further processed by the CEP/ECA engine. Also, it supports representation of the 
complex events triggered within the CEP/ECA engine (for instance, in order to inform 

the operator what the SOFIA framework has concluded); 

• action-requests.xsd – defines the structure of the message when certain action should 
be carried out via actuator devices. These messages actually represent action 

commands that SCADA system should perform in order to influence the current state 
of the system (e.g. open/close the fire dampers); 

• action-responses.xsd – defines the structure of the message representing the actuator 

responses to the corresponding action requests. It supports defining the responses on 
both failed and successfully executed actions; 
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• data-requests.xsd – defines the structure of messages for polling the sensor readings. 

This type of messages is utilized for defining the data requests, generated by the 

system or operator, sent in order to acquire a specific sensor reading; 

• data-responses.xsd – defines the structure of messages representing the sensor 

responses as a result of polling the sensor readings. In other words, this type of 

messages carrying the sensor readings is generated by the SCADA system as an 

answer to corresponding data requests. It supports defining the responses on both 

failed and successfully executed sensor readings; 

• common-types.xsd – defines all XML element types/attributes that are utilized within 

above-mentioned XML schemas. 

Each of the first five listed XML schemas defines the structure of the corresponding message 
type. The reason for decoupling these XML schemas was to make a clear distinction among 

different types of messages. At the same time, the message types, other than mentioned ones, 
with corresponding XML schemas that will be needed to support other communication 

requirements of the SOFIA framework are under development (such as messages for 
recommendation and support to the operator, and specific message types for other proprietary 

communication among corresponding SOFIA components). 

Message Types 
 

As it can be concluded based on the description of above-mentioned XML schemas, the 

proposed message format supports bidirectional communication between the SCADA system 
and SOFIA components, as well as communication among SOFIA components themselves. 

Having in mind that various types of communication are needed within the SOFIA 
framework, the following types of XML based messages have been suggested so far: 

• alarm-event message – utilized for representation of atomic and complex events, 

• action-request/response message – utilized for representation of action commands 

and corresponding responses, 

• data-request/response message – utilized for polling the sensor readings. 

Relevant XML attributes for describing the corresponding message, common for all above-

mentioned message types, are the following: 

• topic – denotes certain general topic related to the message content such as for 

instance the emergency system to which the source/target device that triggered the 

event or performed the requested activity belongs; relevant to the Enterprise Service 

Bus (ESB) in order to facilitate the topic based forwarding the message towards the 

corresponding ESB subscriber; defined as required attribute within a common-

types.xsd XML schema; 

• source – denotes the source of the message; it could be a sensor/actuator device, 
SOFIA component or operator that triggered the event/request/response; defined as 

required attribute within a common-types.xsd XML schema; 

• message – corresponding human-understandable description that would provide 

useful information to the operator about the event/request/response; defined as 

optional attribute within a common-types.xsd XML schema; 
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• timeStamp – time moment that indicates when the message was generated; for 

supporting the correlation of messages in time; defined as required attribute within a 

common-types.xsd XML schema; 

• uuid – universal unique identifier of the message (for instance, in the form of 

incremental identifier) for tracking and referencing the messages; defined as required 

attribute within a common-types.xsd XML schema. 

Besides these common XML attributes, each of mentioned message types define additional 

proprietary attributes with respect to the features which a specific message type should 
provide. On the other hand, all message types implement property-value pairs as inner XML 

elements (defined within a common-types.xsd XML schema) for specifying additional 
relevant information such as values acquired from the sensors or target states of the actuators 

etc. 

Alarm-event message 
 

The alarm-event message type is defined by the alarms-events.xsd XML schema and it is 
utilized for representation of atomic events triggered automatically by the SCADA system (as 

SimpleEvent message element) or manually by the operator (as TrackingEvent message 

element). It can be utilized as well for defining the complex events (as ComplexEvent 

message element) triggered by the SOFIA framework (within a CEP/ECA engine). In case of 

atomic events, the alarm-event message is sent, carrying the corresponding information about 

the event, whenever something irregular is detected by the SCADA system. In other words, it 

is triggered by alarms/events detected by SCADA (when certain signal is out of bounds, fire 

detector was triggered or certain alarm went off).  

 

On the other hand, this type of messages supports as well the representation of events that are 

manually triggered (for instance, when operator manually triggers the alarm). These 

messages are directed from the SCADA system towards the SOFIA components. In case of 

complex events that are triggered within CEP/ECA engine, the alarm-event message is 

utilized for informing the operator about the event (in order to display the appropriate 
information about that specific complex event to the operator). Alarm-event type of messages 

is scalable, which means that it can consist of a sequence of events (not just from one event 
but more, and it can be useful in bandwidth optimization). 

 
Example of alarm-event message containing all three types of above-mentioned events, i.e. 

carrying the SimpleEvent, TrackingEvent and one ComplexEvent XML element in order to 
illustrate the capability of sequential sending of events, is shown below. 

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<evnt:AlarmsAndEventsMessage  

 xmlns:evnt="http://schema.sofia.org/ciml/events/1.0"  

 xmlns:comm="http://schema.sofia.org/ciml/common/1.0" 

 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

 xsi:schemaLocation="alarms-events.xsd"> 

  

<evnt:SimpleEvent topic="Fire Suppression" source="Device.ID" 

message="fire detected" timeStamp="2110-09-08T13:16:45" uuid="145634" 

severity="600" certainty="Likely"> 

<comm:PropertyValue name="sensorValue"> 

   <comm:String>1</comm:String> 
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  </comm:PropertyValue> 

 </evnt:SimpleEvent> 

  

<evnt:TrackingEvent topic="Baggage Handling" source="Device.ID" 

message=" baggage line malfunction" timeStamp="2110-09-08T13:17:55" 

uuid="145636" actor="Operator.ID" certainty="Observed"> 

<comm:PropertyValue name="sensorValue"> 

   <comm:String>1</comm:String> 

  </comm:PropertyValue> 

 </evnt:TrackingEvent> 

 

<evnt:ComplexEvent topic="Operator INFO" source="CEP.component.ID" 

message="fire alarm raised" timeStamp="2110-09-08T13:18:25" uuid="145642"> 

<comm:PropertyValue name="causality"> 

   <comm:String>Fire in Area.ID</comm:String> 

  </comm:PropertyValue> 

 </evnt:ComplexEvent> 

 

<!-- ...optional number of <evnt:SimpleEvent>, <evnt:TrackingEvent> 

and <evnt:ComplexEvent> elements... --> 

</evnt:AlarmsAndEventsMessage> 

Action-request/response message 
 

The action-request/response message types are utilized for representation of action requests 

and corresponding responses in communication between SOFIA components and the 

SCADA system in order to perform the action that will have certain influence on the current 
state of the system. The action-request type of message is defined by the action-requests.xsd 

XML schema and it is utilized for sending the action commands towards the actuator devices. 
Therefore, these messages carrying the information about the related action are directed from 

the SOFIA framework or the operator towards the SCADA system. In other words, they can 
be triggered automatically by the SOFIA framework or manually by the operator (for 

instance, open/close the fire dampers, open the automatic doors on the evacuation path, etc.). 
In order to properly define the action command, the corresponding target value should be sent 

within the action-request message which indicates the target state of related actuator device.  

 

On the other hand, the action-response type of message is defined by the action-responses.xsd 

XML schema and it is utilized for sending the response of the actuator device (the action 

related information such as whether the requested action has been successfully executed or 

not; if it has been successfully executed the response carries as well the information about the 

new state of the actuator) to the corresponding action request. These messages, carrying the 

information about the response of the actuator device, are sent from the SCADA system 

towards the SOFIA framework. Both action-request and response type of messages are 

scalable, which means that sequence of requests/responses can be defined within a single 

message (what can be useful in bandwidth optimization). 

 

Example of action-request/response messages, carrying the action command and 

corresponding response respectively, is shown below. 

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<act:ActionRequestsMessage  

 xmlns:act="http://schema.sofia.org/ciml/action/1.0"  

 xmlns:comm="http://schema.sofia.org/ciml/common/1.0" 

 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
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 xsi:schemaLocation="action-requests.xsd"> 

  

<act:ActionRequest topic="Smoke Extraction" source="Operator.ID" 

targetID="Device.ID" message="open smoke extraction window" 

timeStamp="2110-09-08T13:17:01" uuid="145648"> 

  <comm:PropertyValue name="actuatorState"> 

   <comm:String>1</comm:String> 

  </comm:PropertyValue> 

 </act:ActionRequest> 

 

 <!-- ...optional number of </act:ActionRequest> elements... --> 

  

</act:ActionRequestsMessage> 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<act:ActionResponsesMessage 

xmlns:act="http://schema.sofia.org/ciml/action/1.0"  

 xmlns:comm="http://schema.sofia.org/ciml/common/1.0" 

 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

 xsi:schemaLocation="action-responses_v1.2.xsd"> 

  

 <act:ActionResponse topic="Smoke Extraction" source="Device.ID" 

message="smoke extraction window opened" timeStamp="2110-09-08T13:17:21" 

uuid="145650"> 

  <act:ExecutedActions> 

   <comm:PropertyValue name="actuatorState"> 

    <comm:String>1</comm:String> 

   </comm:PropertyValue> 

  </act:ExecutedActions> 

 </act:ActionResponse> 

  

 <!-- ...optional number of </act:ActionResponse> elements... --> 

</act:ActionResponsesMessage> 

Data-request/response message 
 

Polling the sensor readings is utilized for acquisition of sensor data (in case it is needed by 

the SOFIA framework to correlate sensor readings; for example, gathering the readings of the 
temperature sensors near the scene of event etc). The data-request/response message types are 

utilized for representation of data requests and corresponding responses in communication 
between SOFIA components and the SCADA system in order to acquire the specific sensor 

data. The data-request type of message is defined by the data-requests.xsd XML schema and 

it is utilized for sending the request for sensor readings towards the specific sensor device. 

These messages, carrying the information about the target sensor device, are directed from 

the SOFIA framework or the operator towards the SCADA system. In other words, they can 

be triggered automatically by the SOFIA framework or manually by the operator (for 

instance, read the temperature from a specific temperature sensor).  

 

On the other hand, the data-response type of message is defined by the data-responses.xsd 

XML schema and it is utilized for sending the acquired sensor readings (together with 

information whether the requested polling the sensor has been successfully executed or not) 

as a response to the corresponding data request. These messages, carrying the information 

about the response of the sensor device, are sent from the SCADA system towards the SOFIA 

framework. Both data-request and response type of messages are scalable, which means that 
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a sequence of requests/responses (sequential data polling) can be sent within a single message 

(what could be useful in bandwidth optimization). 

 

Example of data-request/response messages, carrying the request for sensor readings and 

corresponding response respectively, is shown below. 

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<data:DataRequestsMessage  

 xmlns:data="http://schema.sofia.org/ciml/data/1.0"  

 xmlns:comm="http://schema.sofia.org/ciml/common/1.0" 

 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

 xsi:schemaLocation="data-requests.xsd"> 

  

<data:DataRequest topic="Evacuation" source="Operator.ID" 

targetID="Device.ID" message="elevator operational state" timeStamp="2110-

09-08T13:15:41" uuid="145654"/> 

 

 <!-- ...optional number of </data:DataRequest> elements... --> 

  

</data:DataRequestsMessage> 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<data:DataResponsesMessage  

 xmlns:data="http://schema.sofia.org/ciml/data/1.0"  

 xmlns:comm="http://schema.sofia.org/ciml/common/1.0" 

 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

 xsi:schemaLocation="data-responses.xsd"> 

  

<data:DataResponse topic="Evacuation" source="Device.ID" 

message="elevator - circuit failure" timeStamp="2110-09-08T13:15:50" 

uuid="145661"> 

  <data:ExecutedReadings> 

   <comm:PropertyValue name="sensorReading"> 

    <comm:String>1</comm:String> 

   </comm:PropertyValue> 

  </data:ExecutedReadings> 

 </data:DataResponse> 

  

 <!-- ...optional number of </data:DataResponse> elements... --> 

</data:DataResponsesMessage> 

Conclusion 
 

In order to support various types of communication and information exchange, such as 

sending alarms/events, action commands, polling the sensor readings etc., between the 

SCADA systems (such as VIEW2 SCADA system which currently serves as a platform for a 
facility management at the airport „Nikola Tesla“-Belgrade) and the SOFIA components, as 

well as between SOFIA components themselves, a corresponding metadata model and “mark-
up” language were developed. In that way, a specific message format was defined, generic 

enough to satisfy the needs of different SCADA systems.  
 

The proposed “mark-up” language, i.e. the message format, is based on IEC 61970-451 
standard. As such, it is XML-based, designed as compact (in order to provide 

optimal/required messaging bandwidth), scalable (sequence of events/requests can be sent 

within a single message; relevant for bandwidth optimization as well), generic enough 
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(existing message formats can be easily adjusted/transformed to the proposed one) and 

extendible message format. As a backbone, it utilizes XML schemas, constructed according 

to the main principles of the IEC 61970-451 standard, for defining the messages as XML 

documents carrying the corresponding information for exchange. The message format 

supports bidirectional communication between the SCADA system and SOFIA components, 

as well as communication among SOFIA components themselves. Having in mind that 

various types of communication are needed within the SOFIA framework, the following 
types of XML based messages have been suggested so far: alarm-event message, action-

request/response message and data-request/response message. 



Review of technical solution 

Development of metadata model and “mark-up” language 
for communication with SCADA systems type 

 

 

In order to facilitate the communication between SOFIA framework and different SCADA systems, the 

institute Mihajlo Pupin has developed a specific metadata model and “mark-up” language. Actually, 

they defined a message format for exchange of various types of information, generic enough to suit 

different SCADA systems. 

 

The proposed “mark-up” language is XML based. It is designed upon IEC 61970-451 standard which is 

specialized for message exchange formats for SCADA systems within energy management domain. It 

has been proven that it is a matter of compact, scalable and extendible message format. It consists of six 

XML schemas defining the main XML entities of the “mark-up” language.  

 

The XML based message format supports bidirectional communication between SOFIA framework and 

SCADA system. In order to support different types of communication within SOFIA framework, the 

proposed format supports messages for sending atomic/complex events, action commands and for 

polling the sensor readings. 

 

As a conclusion, the institute Mihajlo Pupin developed a specific metadata model and “mark-up” 

language well defined for data exchange between SOFIA framework and SCADA systems. Supporting 

different types of messages, it has been shown that the proposed message format suits the needs of 

communication with different SCADA systems such as time requirements, message bandwidth etc. The 

message format defined by IEC 61970-451 standard was innovatively extended to integrate different 

SCADA systems, but also to conform to the needs of supervising and control of complex objects. 
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